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Abstract: Coarctation of the aorta (CoA) accounts for approximately 5–8% of all congenital heart
defects. Depending on the severity of the CoA and the presence of associated cardiac lesions, the
clinical presentation and age vary. Developments in diagnosis and management have improved
outcomes in this patient population. Even after timely repair, it is important to regularly screen
for hypertension. Patients with CoA require lifelong follow-up with a congenital heart disease
specialist as these patients may develop recoarctation and complications at the repair site and remain
at enhanced cardiovascular risk throughout their lifetime.
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1. Introduction

Coarctation of the aorta (CoA) is one of the most common congenital heart defects
(CHD), accounting for approximately 5–8% of CHD [1], with an incidence of 4 per 10,000
live births [2]. Clinical presentation can vary depending on a number of factors including
the severity of the CoA and the presence of associated cardiac lesions, particularly those
relating to left-sided heart obstruction. In the presence of severe CoA, neonates may present
with cardiovascular collapse, particularly at the time of ductal closure. At the other end of
the spectrum, CoA may be diagnosed in adult patients who may present with complications
of long-standing secondary hypertension.

There have been significant advances in the diagnosis and management of CoA with
the advent of multi-modality imaging, rapid advances in interventional techniques and
the accumulation of long-term data for patients who have been operated on in childhood.
The development of coordinated care for patients with adult congenital heart disease in the
developed world has also led to improvements in outcomes. There is increasing evidence
that CoA represents a generalised arteriopathy, leading to an enhanced cardiovascular risk
across the patient’s lifetime and the need for lifelong follow-up with an adult congenital
heart disease specialist.

2. History and Anatomical Descriptions

The anatomist Morgagni described CoA of the aorta in 1760, with the first operation
being performed by the Swedish surgeon Clarence Crafoord in 1944, who completed
an end-to-end anastomosis of the aorta on two patients aged 12 and 27 years [3]. CoA
represents a spectrum of anatomical variants of the aorta, usually in the region of the ductus
arteriosus, ranging from a discrete narrowing within the aortic arch to tubular hypoplasia
of the aorta and aortic atresia [4]. Anatomical classification of CoA has traditionally relied
on the relationship of the point of obstruction to the ductus arteriosus, with juxta-ductal
stenosis being the case in the majority, although pre-ductal and post-ductal stenosis may
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also be seen. A discrete shelf-like lesion located posteriorly within the aorta is the most
common anatomical variant seen.

Beyond a purely anatomical description, however, the definition of CoA within inter-
national guidelines relies on haemodynamic data from cardiac catheterisation [5,6]. For
example, the ESC guidelines for adult congenital heart disease state, “Cardiac catheteriza-
tion with manometry (a peak-to-peak gradient ≥ 20 mmHg) indicates a haemodynamically
significant CoA, in the absence of well-developed collaterals.”

However, the haemodynamic definition of CoA may have significant limitations. This
was highlighted in recent work modelling fluid dynamics in CoA, which demonstrated the
dependence of the trans-stenotic gradient on systemic compliance [7]. Systemic arterial
compliance is not accounted for in current haemodynamic definitions of significant CoA
and is often low in these patients, who have a high prevalence of hypertension. Reduced
arterial compliance leads to a reduction in the observed gradient and therefore potential
under-estimation of the severity of the obstruction. The clinical diagnosis of CoA, there-
fore, relies on a constellation of supportive clinical data points including the presence
of anatomical obstruction as demonstrated on cross-sectioning imaging. This, together
with echocardiography-based Doppler gradients, cardiac catheter data, as well as physical
examination findings such as discrepant upper and lower limb blood pressures, help to
define the presence of significant CoA or recurrent CoA.

CoA is associated with several cardiac lesions, with associated congenital cardiac
anomalies being reported in a majority of patients with CoA in recent case series [8,9].
Bicuspid aortic valve has been reported to be present to a variable degree in between 25 and
85% of patients with CoA [10]. This association is important since bicuspid aortic valve is
significantly associated with a distinct aortopathy, characterised by progressive aortic root
dilatation, with a higher potential for an aortic complication in these patients in the long
term. Other cardiac associations include those causing increased pulmonary flow, such as
perimembranous VSD and double outlet right ventricle, and left-sided obstructive lesions
such as supra or subvalvular aortic stenosis, congenital mitral stenosis and hypoplastic
left heart syndrome [11]. Shone’s syndrome is the association of parachute mitral valve,
supravalvar left atrial ring, subaortic stenosis and CoA [11,12]. Non-cardiac associations
include Berry aneurysms, present in 10% of patients [13]. Anomalies of the coronary and
renal arteries may also be seen.

3. Pathophysiology and Genetics

The genetic basis of CoA is poorly understood, although there is a significant risk
of familial recurrence suggesting a heritable component [14]. Candidate genes for non-
syndromic inheritance include NOTCH1, MCTP2 and MATR-3. [15] NOTCH-1 is also
associated with familial bicuspid aortic valve disease [16]. A familial case of bicuspid aortic
valve and CoA has been described in association with KCNJ2 mutation, which is more
commonly associated with arrythmias in those with Andersen–Tawil syndrome [17]. The
most common syndromic association is with Turner’s syndrome (45X), with CoA present
in approximately 10% and less common in those with mosaic monosomy [18,19].

There are a number of theories regarding the pathophysiology of CoA, which can be
summarised as follows:

1. Extension of ductal tissue into the aorta, causing constriction of the aorta when the
ductus arteriosus closes at birth

2. Hemodynamic reduction in LV forward flow leading to abnormal development of the
aorta, which would be supported by the association of other left-sided obstructive
lesions with CoA

3. Abnormalities of the migration of neural crest cells which are the origin of parts of
the aorta and left ventricular outflow tract and valves [20].

The most studied of these theories is the ductal theory, with substantial evidence in
the literature for the histological and biomolecular similarity of ductal and CoA tissue.
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Histologically, normally developed ductal tissue demonstrates loosely arranged smooth
muscle cells without elastic fibres. Fetal ductal arteriosus specimens have been shown to
display advanced smooth muscle cell differentiation compared to adjacent aortic tissue in
a number of studies, with electron microscopy revealing the presence of well-developed
contractile myofilaments in ductal tissue which is thought to be an important contributor to
ductal closure soon after birth [21,22]. Dedifferentiated SMCs have also been demonstrated
in ductal tissue in neonatal specimens, with evidence of cystic necrosis and apoptotic cells
in the tunica media.

Elzenga and Gittenberger-de Groot et al. studied 45 CoA specimens obtained at
surgery. CoA specimens were characterised by the presence of intimal thickening, with
ductal tissue forming half of the total circumference of the CoA segments in comparison to
normal aortas where it formed less than one-third of the circumference [23]. CoA segments
share similarities with ductal tissue on histology. They are typically characterised by
intimal thickening with an expansion of the extracellular matrix. Smooth muscle cells
(SMCs) are seen with fragmentation of the elastic lamina, a feature which is also seen
in ductal tissue. Smooth muscle cells within the intima of CoA segments demonstrate a
mixture of differentiated and dedifferentiated phenotypes, with more differentiated SMCs
being found in the outer intimal and juxtamedial position [24]. The origin of these smooth
muscle cells remains unclear. Recent work points to a synthetic phenotype of SMCs in the
coarctation shelf with a fibroblast-like morphology [25]. The pattern of differentiated SMCs
and dedifferentiated SMCs in the intimal and medial layers has similarities to the histology
of the normally developed ductus arteriosus tissue, lending support to the ductal theory.
Apoptotic cells have also been demonstrated in resected CoA tissue with evidence of cystic
medial necrosis. Normal ductal tissue demonstrates the presence of apoptotic cells, with
apoptosis being an important mechanism in the remodelling process which leads to the
obliteration of the ductus arteriosus.

A deeper understanding of the cellular mechanism of CoA is important in guiding
therapeutic approach. Given the presence of apoptotic cells in the CoA segment, there may
be a higher risk of aortic aneurysm when surgical techniques are employed that leaves
abnormal ductal tissue intact within the aorta such as subclavian flap repair and patch
aortoplasy, when compared to end-to-end anastomosis of the aorta, which completely
resects the abnormal tissue [26].

The ductal theory does not however explain the pathophysiology of CoA in its entirety
though, since the coarctation site can be at some distance from the site of the ductus
arteriosus. Since the vascular smooth muscle cells within the ascending aorta and arch are
derived from the cardiac neural crest, it has been suggested that CoA may be a disorder of
neural crest development. Animal studies which knock out genes relating to neural crest
development have supported this theory, with disruption of PAX3 and NOTCH signalling
in the cardiac neural crest leading to both aortic valve abnormalities and thickening of the
aortic wall [27,28].

4. Clinical Presentation

In the neonate with a discrete significant CoA and no other cardiac lesions, there
may be little evidence of a significant pathology under the time of ductal closure, when
lower limb perfusion becomes compromised. It is important to note that even in a neonate
with a normal echocardiogram soon after closure of the duct, clinically apparent CoA may
develop later on [29]. The classic findings are of radio-femoral delay and significant upper
and lower limb blood pressure difference. With the closure of the duct and constriction
of the CoA segment, there is a sharp increase in the afterload of the left ventricle leading
to pressure overload and circulatory collapse. Meanwhile end organ perfusion distal
to the CoA is compromised which can lead to a worsening metabolic state, tachypnea
and worsening renal function. For this reason, prenatal diagnosis is important so that
appropriate measures can be taken at birth for the duct to be kept open with prostaglandin
E1 infusion and close monitoring.
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Whereas neonates with a discrete CoA may present this way, those with a less severe
narrowing may have a delayed presentation even as far as into late adulthood. These pa-
tients will usually develop a collateral circulation, raised blood pressure and compensatory
left ventricular hypertrophy, followed by LV failure if left untreated. The prognostic benefit
of intervention for CoA later in life is uncertain. Table 1 summarises the varied presentation
of this condition depending on age.

Table 1. Summary of the spectrum of different clinical presentations of Coarctation of the Aorta.

Age Group Clinical Symptoms Examination and
Investigation Findings

Neonates—early presentation

Often asymptomatic prior to
ductal closure
Tachypnoea
Difficulty feeding/failure to
thrive

Pulse oximetry-based
screening may reveal reduced
saturations in the lower limbs
compared to the upper limbs,
due to left to right shunting
through the patent
ductus arteriosus
Diminished femoral pulses
Oliguria, renal failure
Left ventricular failure and
cardiogenic shock
Echo: narrowed aortic
segment with pressure
gradient across it, ductal
patency with left to
right shunt
Signs of any associated
congenital heart lesions, e.g.,
VSD or aortic stenosis.

Neonates—
late presentation

Tachypnoea
Difficult feeding/failure to
thrive

Diminished femoral pulses
Intrascapular systolic murmur
Echo: Left ventricular
hypertrophy and left
ventricular failure in addition
to CoA
ECG reveals left ventricular
hypertrophy. CXR may show
cardiomegaly and signs of
interstitial pulmonary oedema

Children–Adults

Often asymptomatic
Headaches, epistaxis
Lower limb claudication
Reduced exercise capacity
May more rarely present with
symptoms related to
complications due to
long-term undiagnosed
hypertension including
coronary artery disease and
heart failure

Uncontrolled hypertension
Upper and lower limb BP
discrepancy
Continuous murmur due to
collaterals
Echo: left ventricular
hypertrophy, left ventricular
failure,
May more rarely present with
catastrophic sequelae such as
aortic dissection or
intracranial haemorrhage

5. Diagnosis—Cardiovascular Imaging

CoA represents a lifelong condition. Even after an apparently successful repair in
infancy, there is a high rate of reoperation, reported to be around 50% by the fifth decade.
A decreased life expectancy has been shown in long-term follow-up data of repaired
CoA patients when compared to the general population, with a high rate of adverse
cardiovascular events [30,31]. Multi-modality imaging plays a central role in the diagnosis
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and follow-up of CoA, with echocardiography, cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging
and cardiac computed tomography (CT) data being integrated for individual patients to
aid decision-making for intervention and reintervention throughout their lifetime.

6. Fetal Echocardiography

Prenatal diagnosis of CoA is notoriously challenging, with a high rate of false positives
on pulse oximetry and fetal echocardiography-based screening, leading to considerable
anxiety for families and allocation of limited paediatric and neonatal resources to the
admission and surveillance of neonates with equivocal findings. False positive rates range
from 48 to 94% [32–34]. There are a number of familial, maternal and fetal indications for a
comprehensive fetal echocardiography to be undertaken with the majority of studies taking
place in the mid-second trimester when the heart is large enough to be visualised clearly,
and prior to ossification of the ribs which causes acoustic shadowing. A comprehensive
fetal echocardiographic data set is important in raising the suspicion of CoA [35]. The
majority of true CoA cases are missed prenatally, and therefore clinicians rightly have a
low threshold for enhancing surveillance of those with a suspicion of this diagnosis [36].
For the diagnosis to be made prenatally is highly desirable, since it allows appropriate
planning of postnatal care with the use of prostaglandin infusion to prevent closure of the
ductus arteriosus, a better preoperative status for the neonate and careful timing of surgery.
Prenatal diagnosis of CoA is strongly associated with better neonatal outcomes [37,38].

Studies analysing the performance of fetal echocardiography in the prenatal diagnosis
of CoA have found that multiparametric models have a superior diagnostic performance
to any one quantitative echocardiographic measure. These models rely on a variety of
measurements including those of the LV inflow, as well as measurements comparing the
relative ratios of various components of the right and left heart outflows to predict the
presence of true CoA. Due to the heterogeneity of the quantitative parameters used, it has
been difficult to compare the performance of these models in a meaningful way or integrate
these, and none have been adopted into widespread clinical practice. Qualitative data such
as the presence of a CoA shelf or hypoplastic arch have also been shown to be predictive of
a true diagnosis, though the definition of neonatal aortic arch hypoplasia in itself remains
heterogeneous [39].

7. Paediatric and Adult Echocardiography

Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) remains the first line of investigation for diag-
nosis and follow-up of children and adults with CoA. The suprasternal notch view allows
visualisation of the aortic anatomy and measurement of Doppler-based gradients across
the site of the CoA (Figure 1). Colour flow Doppler allows visualisation of turbulence in
association with the site of the obstruction, with pulsed and continuous wave Doppler
allowing the peak velocity and flow characteristics to be measured in the descending aorta
with a diastolic run-off or ‘tail’ being characteristic of CoA. Doppler assessment of the
abdominal aorta is also an important aspect, with a lack of pulsatility associated with severe
CoA. TTE also allows a comprehensive assessment of LV function, LV mass and associated
cardiac anomalies such as a bicuspid aortic valve. An important aspect of the anatomical
assessment is to detect hypoplasia of the aorta, since this will greatly affect the surgical
technique employed for repair, with systematic analysis of each segment of the arch in
relation to age-matched Z scores [40–42].

Limitations of this modality include its operator dependency, as well as the variability
in echocardiographic windows between patients which can preclude its use. There is also
limited visualisation of extracardiac structures. Transoesophageal echo (TOE) has relatively
limited clinical use in the context of CoA due to its comparatively invasive nature and
limited visualisation of the aortic arch.
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Figure 1. (a) Suprasternal view demonstrating a focal area of narrowing of the thoracic aorta distal
to the origin of the left subclavian artery with associated flow turbulence on colour flow Doppler.
(b) Continuous wave Doppler shows increased velocity across the site of coarctation.

8. Cardiac Computed Tomography

Cardiac computed tomography (CT) has the highest resolution of the non-invasive
imaging modalities and allows detailed assessment of the cardiac and non-cardiac struc-
tures, including the entire aorta and its branches, collaterals, vascular and extracardiac
structures to be ascertained within one examination. Short scanning times allow its use in
the paediatric population without the need for sedation, with the possibility of acquiring a
complete data set in one or several cardiac cycles, without the need for breath holding. CT
does not suffer from the problem of artefacts where a CoA site has been stented.

Cardiac computed tomography (CT) has the highest spatial resolution of the non-
invasive imaging modalities and allows detailed assessment of the cardiac and non-cardiac
structures, including the entire aorta and its branches, collateral mapping, surrounding
vascular and extracardiac structures to be ascertained within one examination. Short
scanning times facilitate its use in the paediatric population, with a short duration of light
or milk sedation and the possibility of acquiring a complete data set in one or few cardiac
cycles, and overcome the need for breath holding. New reconstruction software and kernels
significantly reduce artefacts where a CoA site has been stented (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Computed tomography angiography of the aorta in the sagittal planes demonstrating
(a) the severity of the coarctation (b) and after successful stenting. (c) Three-dimensional reconstruc-
tion displaying the luminal surface of the Cheatham-Platinum covered stent.

An important drawback of cardiac CT is the radiation dose, which is an important
factor to consider in a paediatric population destined for lifetime follow-up and repeat
cross-sectional imaging. However with the introduction of the multi and new-detector (for
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instance; photon counting) CT with the recent acquisition techniques, the radiation dose
associated with cardiac CT has markedly reduced in the last 20 years. Another important
limitation of CT is the lack of haemodynamic assessment, which forms a crucial part of the
follow-up of these patients.

9. Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging has a number of advantages compared
to the other modalities, being the gold standard in non-invasive assessment of cardiac
structure and function as well as providing non-invasive tissue characterisation through
late gadolinium (LGE) imaging. CMR plays a crucial role in the contemporary diagnosis
and management of patients with congenital heart disease. With the advent of 4D flow
CMR, we are able to integrate sophisticated haemodynamic data with detailed anatomical
information for the first time, which is likely to improve our understanding of the het-
erogenous clinical course seen in many of the patients we treat, including those with CoA
(Figure 3). In the follow-up of the patient with repaired CoA, CMR plays an important role
in surveillance of the site of operation for complications such as recoarctation and aortic
aneurysms, as well as allowing left ventricular volumes, function and mass to be followed
up over time, to assess any adverse hemodynamic consequences of a residual gradient or
poorly controlled systemic hypertension.
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Figure 3. (a) Three-dimensional (3D) magnitude image demonstrating coarctation. (b) Three-
dimensional velocity visual assessment shows flow acceleration in the coarctation. (c) Flow streamline
visual assessment shows turbulent flow pre and post-stenotic lesion. (d) Significant energy dissipa-
tion due to the stenotic lesion is mapped by energy loss assessment of 4D flow velocity encoded data.
(e,f) Quantification of peak velocity in 3D through the coarctation (green) and ascending aorta (red).
Courtesy of Pankaj Garg—University of East Anglia, UK.

Fetal CMR studies of CoA have demonstrated the potential of 4D CMR to improve
prenatal diagnosis of CoA, a notoriously challenging diagnostic area. The importance of
flow analysis in CoA may be predicted given the hypothesis that CoA may be a consequence
of abnormal or reduced left ventricular flow in fetal life. A recent study by Lloyd et al.
demonstrated the superior performance of a multivariate model derived from fetal 4D
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flow CMR in the third trimester compared to that reported for fetal echocardiographic
screening [33]. In a multivariate logistic regression model, the isthmal displacement:
descending aortic ratio and the ratio of ascending aorta flow and isthmal flow were the
only two significant parameters, with a model incorporating these parameters correctly
classifying 95% of true CoA cases and 91% of false positive cases.

CMR has also been utilised in the research setting to refine our understanding of oper-
ated aortic anatomy and haemodynamics, including the impact of aortic arch shape [43] on
wall shear stress [44] and subsequent downstream secondary flow patterns. [45] Individual
geometry has been shown to have consequences in terms of the incidence of later complica-
tions, with a correlation between a ‘gothic’ arch, characterised by a more angulated arch
with an increased height-to-width ratio, and resting and exercise-induced hypertension, as
well as increased aortic wall stiffness. [46–48] Bruse et al. utilised 3D printed models of indi-
vidual aortic arches in patients with repaired CoA, utilising a novel shape analysis method
to derive 3D shape characteristics most correlated to left ventricular ejection fraction and
left ventricular diastolic volume. Distinct arch features including characteristics associated
with a gothic arch correlated to these indices of cardiac function, a finding which has been
replicated in other studies. [49] Flow characteristics of CMR-derived aortic geometries
have also been studied through computer simulation to assess the impact of arch shape on
flow characteristics, with repaired CoAs demonstrating higher wall shear stress in the de-
scending aorta compared to normal aortas, even where no residual stenosis is present [50].
Thus, we are likely at the beginning of being able to phenotype this patient population in
a far more detailed way than previously, with important implications for improving risk
stratification and a more personalised approach to treating individual patients with unique
anatomical characteristics.

10. Diagnosis—Cardiac Catheterisation

Cardiac catheterisation is the gold standard for haemodynamic assessment of CoA
and allows high-resolution visualisation of the anatomy of the aortic arch, as well as as-
sessment of any collaterals. A peak-to-peak gradient of >20 mmHg on catheterisation
is considered to be evidence of significant CoA in international guidelines [5,6]. The
strongest recommendation for intervention is for hypertensive patients with an increased
non-invasive gradient between upper and lower limbs, confirmed with invasive measure-
ment (peak-to-peak > 20 mmHg) with a preference for catheter treatment when technically
feasible. Table 2 summarises the indications for intervention in CoA.

Table 2. Indications for treatment of coarctation and re-coarctation of the aorta, adapted from 2020
European Society of Cardiology Adult Congenital Heart Disease guidelines [6].

Indications for Treatment

Surgical or catheter-based treatment indicated in hypertensive patients with an increased
non-invasive gradient between upper and lower limbs confirmed with invasive measurement
(peak to peak > 20 mmHg) with preference for catheter treatment (stenting)

Catheter treatment should be considered in hypertensive patients with >50% narrowing relative
to the aortic diameter at the diaphragm, even if the invasive peak-to-peak gradient is <20 mmHg

Catheter treatment should be considered in normotensive patients with an increased non-invasive
gradient confirmed with invasive measurement (peak-to-peak > 20 mmhg)

Catheter treatment may be considered in normotensive patients with >50% narrowing relative to
the aortic diameter at the diaphragm, even if the invasive peak-to-peak gradient is <20 mmHg

The role of diagnostic catheterisation is increasingly being superseded by cross-
sectional imaging in the surveillance of patients following surgical repair; however, it
retains importance where catheter-based intervention for re-stenosis is being considered,
whether this is balloon angioplasty or stenting.
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11. Prognosis

Untreated CoA has a dismal prognosis, with a 50% mortality rate by age 30 reported
in Maude Abbot’s series of 200 patients with unrepaired CoA. Death occurred due to
serious sequelae such as aortic rupture, endocarditis and heart failure [51]. Surgical repair
is preferred as early as possible after diagnosis, with later surgery being more complex due
to the development of a collateral circulation [6].

12. Treatment
Surgery

A number of surgical techniques have been employed for the repair of CoA. In gen-
eral, the approach is via a left postero-lateral thoracotomy. A reasonably low mortality
and morbidity rate from surgery is reported in contemporary studies with 0.54% 30-day
mortality reported in a recent study [52]. Recognised complications include left recurrent
laryngeal nerve injury, bronchial compression, early recoarctation, persistent hypertension
and heart failure.

Techniques used include end-to-end anastomosis, which involves complete resection
of the CoA segment with anastomosis of the two ends of the aorta. Subclavian flap repair
(SF) is where the subclavian artery is resected including the CoA segment, with the flap
then reversed and used to repair the aorta. Extended end-to-end repair is employed where
there is coexistence of a hypoplastic aortic arch and an interposition graft may be used.
Patch augmentation is no longer in use, being associated with a high incidence of aortic
aneurysms (Figure 4) [53].
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Studies comparing these surgical techniques are heterogeneous in a number of aspects,
and therefore the superiority of one surgical technique over another remains in doubt in
terms of recoarctation and reoperation rates. It has not proved possible to combine these
studies in a meta-analysis, with variable hemodynamic definitions of CoA and recoarctation
being employed across the literature. In addition, a number of these cohorts are mixed
with different proportions of patients with additional congenital diagnoses, ranging from
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hypoplastic aortic arch and VSD to more complex congenital conditions such as hypoplastic
left heart syndrome. There are a number of observational studies that have attempted
to answer the question regarding the best surgical technique through a comparison of
long-term outcomes following CoA surgery. These show a range of conflicting results, with
the majority showing no difference between various techniques [54,55]. There have been
calls for a randomised controlled trial to answer this question in a more robust way [56].
However decades on, this is yet to materialise.

13. Transcatheter Interventions

Although surgery remains the first line in children diagnosed with CoA, percutaneous
intervention may be used as a strategy in high-risk neonates as definitive treatment, or as
a bridge to surgery. Balloon angioplasty and stenting are often used in the post-surgical
repair setting, for relief of recoarctation. Catheter-based treatment is recommended as
the first line in adults diagnosed with CoA or recoarctation in the latest iteration of the
European Society of Cardiology Guidelines for Adult Congenital Heart Disease [6]. The
latest AHA/ACC guidelines also stipulate that catheter-based stenting can be considered
as a first-line therapy for adults diagnosed with significant CoA [5].

13.1. Balloon Angioplasty

Where a percutaneous approach is preferable, balloon angioplasty is typically used
in infants < 1 year instead of stent implantation, due to the need for a larger sheath for
the latter treatment. Early reports of the long-term outcomes post balloon angioplasty
reported a high rate of aneurysm formation compared to a surgical strategy. This, combined
with the favourable reintervention rates of <10% reported in longitudinal follow-up of
post-surgical repair patients, has led to surgery being considered the first line in this
population. However, a recent study of 68 infants aged 3–12 months who underwent
balloon angioplasty for native CoA showed this to be a safe and effective management
strategy, with early procedural success in 88% (defined as a gradient < 20 mmHg), with
81% freedom from reintervention at 10 years post-procedure.

13.2. Stent Implantation

Endovascular stenting has been used preferentially to balloon angioplasty in children
> 10 kg due to superior hemodynamic results, lower risk of aneurysm formation, aortic
wall injury and restenosis (Figure 5) [57,58]. Bare metal stents and covered stents are both
used for this, with the latter having a theoretically lower risk of immediate and late aortic
complications, though data on this are limited and mixed [59,60]. The COAST and COAST
II trials [61,62] prospectively evaluated Cheatham-Platinum (CP) stents in the treatment
of CoA and reported excellent haemodynamic results with a low complication rate in the
early follow-up period. However, late follow-up data at 48–60 months reveal a high rate
of reintervention (21%), aneurysm formation in both covered and bare CP stent groups
(6.3%) and stent fracture (24.4%). [60] It is likely the incidence of aneurysm formation
was a significant underestimate, given only 16% of the original cohort had cross-sectional
imaging availability at the time of follow-up. The long-term sequelae of stent fracture and
aneurysm formation are unknown.

The role of stenting in smaller children weighing <20 kg has also been studied [63].
Though the numbers reported are small, this appears to be an effective treatment in
terms of clinical success, though it is associated with a risk of vascular injury and a
high reintervention rate to re-expand the stent at subsequent follow-up. Low-profile
pre-mounted stents which are dilatable to adult size are now available and are likely to
increase the safety of this procedure from a vascular perspective [64].
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14. Long-Term Complications

Longitudinal data on repaired CoA reveals a plethora of late complications in spite
of contemporary surgical practice and close follow-up. Those who have had a CoA repair
continue to have a reduced life expectancy compared to age-matched counterparts in the
general population, with only 66% of patients in a recently reported cohort surviving to
age 70 [30]. Mortality is generally driven by cardiovascular events, including heart failure
and aortic aneurysm rupture. This highlights the importance of lifelong surveillance for
late complications, particularly through the use of ambulatory blood pressure monitoring
and interval cross-sectional imaging. Hypertension remains a key risk factor for adverse
cardiovascular outcomes.

14.1. Recoarctation and Reintervention

Recoarctation rates of 30–59% have been reported, with some studies supporting the
notion that end-to-end anastomosis is associated with a lower reintervention rate [30,31,55,65].
Age < 1 year at time of repair is associated with a higher rate of reintervention [55]. Aortic
valve surgery is required in a proportion of patients due to the known association of
CoA with bicuspid aortic valve disease, with ascending aorta surgery being relatively less
common [30]. Reintervention rates vary between studies, likely due to the heterogeneity of
study populations with respect to the surgical eras included. For example, a study looking
at a more contemporary population, who had surgery between 1993 and 2003 reported a
much lower reintervention rate of 11% than that seen in cohorts with older patients which
typically report a reintervention rate of 20–25% at 30 years [30,31]. A requirement for
reintervention is seen more commonly in those who have had a percutaneous intervention
or patch aortoplasty.

14.2. Hypertension

Hypertension is reported in 25–62% of patients post CoA repair, with the prevalence
varying between studies based on the methodology used to define hypertension, with some
studies employing 24 h ambulatory BP readings in addition to office or home readings [66].
Risk factors for developing hypertension include older age at time of CoA repair and obe-
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sity. The type of intervention or repair does not seem to affect the likelihood of hypertension
or significant vascular dysfunction developing [67,68]. Patients with CoA repair display
enhanced arterial stiffness and abnormal response to flow even after complete relief of
obstruction, lending support to the idea that a generalised central vasculopathy co-exists
with the CoA itself [69,70]. Older age at time of initial repair is associated with a greater
degree of vascular dysfunction [64,71]. Ambulatory blood pressure readings have been
highlighted as approximating most closely to central aortic pressure and left ventricular
mass index when compared to home BP readings [72]. Many patients without resting hy-
pertension will develop exercise-induced hypertension (EIH). Although current guidelines
do not propose treatment of EIH, this does have prognostic significance with a recent study
demonstrating an increased risk of cardiovascular events in these patients [73]. Current
international guidelines encourage the use of ambulatory blood pressure monitoring [6].
It remains unknown if stricter blood pressure targets which use exercise-based BP targets
would more effectively ameliorate the enhanced cardiovascular risk of these patients.

14.3. Aortic Aneurysm

Approximately 14% of those with surgically repaired CoA develop dilatation of the
aorta especially at the site of previous repair, typically defined as a repair site—diaphragm
ratio of 150% [65]. Approximately 8–11% develop a discrete aneurysm, more common at the
site of previous repair rather than the ascending aorta [30]. False aneurysms are relatively
rare but can occur late after the initial repair [74]. The coexistence of bicuspid aortic valve
(BAV) and CoA is of importance when assessing the likelihood of aortic complications, with
the majority of longitudinal studies of CoA repair including mixed cohorts of patients with
and without BAV. BAV in itself is associated with a distinct aortopathy characterised by
cystic medical necrosis and a higher risk of aneurysm formation. CoA and BAV therefore
interact significantly to enhance the risk of aortic aneurysm formation in the ascending
aorta, with aneurysmal dilatation of the ascending aorta being as common as CoA site
complications in these patients [75,76]. Ascending aorta aneurysms are twice as likely to
develop than those with isolated CoA. Patch repair has been shown to be a risk factor for
aneurysm formation in a number of studies [65,75].

14.4. Stroke and Coronary Artery Disease

A higher risk of ischaemic and haemorrhagic stroke is observed in CoA patients, in par-
ticular subarachnoid haemorrhage as a consequence of the rupture of cerebral aneurysms,
which are found more commonly, with a prevalence of 10% in a screening study compared
to approximately 2% in the general population [77–80]. A recent MRI study of the cerebral
vasculature in CoA patients highlighted the presence of abnormal intracranial vascular
characteristics, with a higher flow velocity and lower distensibility in the carotid arteries
denoting higher vascular stiffness, as has been found in the peripheral circulation in pre-
vious studies [81]. Taken together, this highlights the importance of secondary risk factor
modification in these patients. Interestingly, vascular brain injury was not more common
in this cohort of patients compared to controls, which may be an effect of the relatively
younger age of this cohort compared to those with long-term follow-up.

The role of premature coronary artery disease (CAD) in driving early mortality in
repaired CoA has been controversial in the literature. Although CAD is the primary
mode of death in older long-term follow-up studies of repaired CoA, the association
of CoA with premature coronary artery disease independent of traditional risk factors
such as hypertension has not been conclusively demonstrated [82–84,84]. Earlier age at
coronary revascularisation and myocardial infarction has been shown compared to the
general population in a recent population-based study, with patients with CoA undergoing
coronary revascularisation 15 years earlier than those without CoA. In the two studies that
have specifically addressed the question of independent risk of premature CAD in CoA
patients, no such association has been found [84,85].
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14.5. LV Remodelling and Failure

CoA leads to pressure overload of the left ventricle and adverse left ventricular remod-
elling. Histologically, this is characterised by myocyte hypertrophy, disarray and fibrosis.
Ensuing alteration in myocardial mechanical properties manifests in the form of diastolic
and systolic dysfunction, with LV failure being a significant cause of mortality [30]. Even
after complete relief of obstruction, CoA is associated with diastolic dysfunction indepen-
dent of the presence of coronary artery disease [86,87]. LV mass appears to be significantly
correlated to the degree of diastolic dysfunction, with a CoA cohort demonstrating a higher
LV mass compared to controls, even after controlling for co-existent hypertension and BMI.
Even where systolic function is normal as measured by left ventricular ejection fraction,
speckle tracking echocardiography has shown reduced global longitudinal strain indicative
of subclinical systolic dysfunction [88]. An aortic isthmus ratio < 0.7 has recently been
shown to be an important prognostic factor for reverse left ventricular remodelling after
intervention for recoarctation. Pulmonary hypertension has also been shown to be an
important prognostic factor predictive of cardiovascular events [89].

15. Pregnancy

Pregnancy is categorised as an intermediate risk in international guidelines in the
setting of repaired CoA (modified WHO classification II–III) and high risk in those with
unrepaired CoA (mWHO IV) [5,90,91]. This is based largely on consensus opinion, with
the majority of studies being retrospective and reporting on relatively small cohorts [92,93].
There are individual reports of maternal mortality due to aortic dissection, which is one of
the most feared complications and for which multiple additional risk factors can co-exist,
for example in a patient with CoA, bicuspid aortic valve and Turner’s syndrome [94,95].
However, pregnancy appears to be well tolerated, with the majority of contemporary cohort
studies reporting no maternal mortality [92,96,97]. One of the largest studies of pregnancy
outcomes in CoA to date is based on the worldwide prospective registry of pregnancy and
cardiac disease (ROPAC) [98]. This revealed a lower risk profile than would be suggested
by the mWHO classification, reporting on 303 pregnancies with no maternal mortality.
The low major adverse cardiovascular event (MACE) rate of 4.3% was driven by heart
failure admissions in 3.3% in the second and third trimesters. Interestingly, there was no
evidence of an increased risk of hypertensive disorders of pregnancy or pre-eclampsia
compared to the general population. This is in contrast to the majority of published data
which suggest a significantly elevated risk of hypertension in pregnancy [92,93]. The high
rate of pre-existing cardiac medication use (41%) suggests that this was a cohort with
relatively good provision of ongoing cardiac care and possible selection bias. Risk factors
for MACE included pre-existing heart failure and pre-existing cardiac medication use, as
well as origin from an emerging country. In the 29 patients with unrepaired CoA, there
was a high rate of Caesarean section (71%) but no evidence of an increase in adverse
maternal or fetal outcomes compared to those with repaired CoA. Although these data
are reassuring, as with most registry data, little is known regarding the disease severity
in these patients with no haemodynamic data provided. However, it does seem that in
the context of an asymptomatic patient with repaired CoA and preserved left ventricular
function, pregnancy is relatively lower risk than was previously thought.

16. Conclusions

CoA remains a diagnostic and therapeutic challenge due to the difficulties of pre-
natal diagnosis, wide-ranging anatomical variation, long-term adverse cardiovascular
sequelae of abnormal haemodynamics and impaired systemic vascular function, which
are still not fully understood. Even where there is timely repair, these patients remain
at enhanced cardiovascular risk throughout their lifetime. In the adult population, it is
important to regularly screen for hypertension as well as repair site-related complications
with interval surveillance cross-sectional imaging. The increasing use of advanced imaging
techniques such as 4D flow MRI, which is able to noninvasively combine anatomical and
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haemodynamic data, is likely to refine the prognostication of these patients which is sorely
needed. The reduced life expectancy of these patients highlights a need to more accurately
phenotype this heterogenous patient population to help better understand the pathophys-
iological factors behind enhanced cardiovascular risk, despite successful repair, and the
best indications and optimal timing for reintervention.
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